RFC Recapture the Fortress Cities aims to develop strategies to sustainably restore, maintain, and exploit urban forts and fortified cities. It will generate smart ways to capitalise on military heritage and bring fortresses back into the lives of cities.

www.interregeurope.eu/rfc
Project

RFC aims to support sustainable revitalisation of heritage buildings by improving the coexistence of fortified cities and neighbouring forts in urban regions.

There is a high number of former fortresses and fortified sites of big historical value in Europe, established in different times.

This fortified heritage defines the image of today’s landscape and the struggle and war around these cities define the current borders of municipalities, regions, countries and Europe.

Tip

Objectives

- Support regional policies regarding protection and sustainability of fortresses.
- Encourage stakeholders to innovate in new and effective uses of defensive heritage.
- Create and exchange knowledge between partner regions.
- Collect at least 21 good practices to enhance the situation of fortresses and fortified cities.
- Implement Action Plans in the partner regions to test the results of the project.

How to get involved?

- Contact our regional partners to participate in the stakeholder meetings.
- Tell us about your experience and/or about an inspiring example in your region.
- Attend our events: local info days of our interim/final conferences.
- Subscribe to our newsletter.
- Follow us on social media.